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Abstract

There are a number of applications of geometric spanners in wireless, wired and sensor networks,

including decentralized low-state routing in wireless ad hoc networks, locality-aware overlays on the

internet and broadcast and multicast via flooding. A number of different methods have been developed

for constructing spanners, which all have low stretch but differ in other properties such as degree, dilation,

total weight, fault tolerance and ease of maintenance under churn. We compare the resulting spanners

of some of these methods with regards to these properties and their usefulness for network applications

where nodes might move or frequently join and leave.

1 Introduction

Given a set P of n points in Rd, the weighted graph G = (P, E = P × P ), with weight function defined by
the Euclidean distance (w(p, q) = ‖pq‖), is called a Euclidean graph. A subgraph H = (V, E′) where E′ ⊆ E
is called a t-spanner if ∀u, v ∈ V dH(u, v) ≤ tdg(u, v). A spanner is a sparse subgraph with low stretch (also
called dilation), so that the pairwise distances are roughly preserved. Spanners are useful because it is often
prohibitively expensive to store or process all n2 edges between every pair of points. By approximating the
complete graph with fewer edges without distorting the distances too much, we can solve or approximate
optimization problems such as Minimum Spanning Tree, Shortest Path, or Minimum Weight Matching on
Euclidean graphs more efficiently. But spanners can also be useful for constructing networks to improve
routing, searching, broadcasting or multicasting. In this paper we will explore the issues associated with
these applications of spanners.

In an ad hoc network, we have a collection of mobile nodes with limited communication capabilities
and no centralized infrastructure that want to send packets to one another. Each node acts as a router for
relaying packets between other nodes, since each node has only a small radius that its radio signal will be
able to reach. Each node has a physical location in the plane, and these locations can be used to identify the
nodes for routing purposes. Routing must be decentralized and each node will need to make local decisions
of where to send a packet next based on some small state it is maintaining (since scalability is desirable, it
is unreasonable for a node to store routing plans for every other node in the network). Previous solutions
to this problem have used greedy routing based on geographic coordinates. This means a node will send a
packet to the neighbor which is closest to the destination of the packet. However, this method can become
stuck in local minima where a node does not have any neighbors closer to the destination, because of holes
in the network, obstacles, or other strange topologies. Karp and Kung developed Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR) to get around this issue[5]. When their method gets stuck in a local minimum, it reverts
to a backup planar subgraph and routes around the faces until it reaches a node closer to the destination.
The choice of subgraph is important because some graphs may cause nodes that are physically close to one
another to become very far apart, causing unnecessary routing delays. Therefore a low stretch graph (a
spanner) is desirable for this protocol, but there are other requirements as well, such as planarity and the
ability to maintain this subgraph efficiently when nodes move, join or leave. We will discuss this issue further
in the comparison of spanner construction methods to follow.

Many internet applications such as web caching, distributed gaming, and resource discovery are locality-
sensitive and can perform very poorly on locality-oblivious overlay networks, including most distributed
hash tables. This has led to attempts to construct overlay networks using pairwise distances computed from
inter-node latencies and embedding nodes into some coordinate space with low distortion. Ledlie, et. al.[6],
inspired by the use of geometric routing in wireless networks, introduce wired geometric routing based on a
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lower diameter modification of the Θ-graph spanner to route over these virtual coordinate spaces efficiently
and robustly. They show how this spanner can be maintained as nodes join and leave the network.

Network applications will demand several properties from a spanner in addition to low stretch factor.
These include low degree, to keep per-node space requirements small, low diameter, to keep the accumulation
of per-hop overhead down, the ability to handle dynamic arrivals and departures of nodes, and fault-tolerance.
In the rest of the paper we will take a closer look at how well spanners constructed using several different
methods meet these additional requirements.

2 Spanner Properties

• Stretch Factor or Dilation: This is usually a parameter to the construction method. It is an upper
bound on the maximum amount any pairwise distance has been stretched by the removal of edges in
the process of sparsifying the graph.

• Size: The number of edges in the spanner. Since the main reason for using a spanner is to avoid
looking at all n2 edges, most spanner construction methods result in a subgraph with a linear number
of edges.

• Degree: The maximum number of edges incident on any node. In network terms, it is the maximum
number of neighbors any node needs to keep track of.

• Diameter : The maximum number of edges (or ”hops” in network terms) between any pair of nodes in
the network. The edges could be very short so that the distance in terms of the sum of edge lengths
between the two nodes is still small, but the number of edges is large.

• Weight : The total weight of all the edges used in the spanner. The smallest this could be is the weight of
the minimum spanning tree. A low weight t-spanner is somewhere in the middle of the complete graph,
which minimizes pairwise distances at the expense of very high weight, and the minimum spanning
tree, which minimizes weight at the expense of pairwise distances.

• Number of Crossings: The total number of pairs of edges in the graph that intersect. For a planar
graph this measure is zero. For certain applications it may be desirable to minimize the number of
crossings to decrease the complexity of the graph, reduce interference, etc.

• Distributed Construction and Maintenance: This is a very important property for most networks. The
spanner should be constructible in a distributed fashion so that no central coordination is needed.
Centralized algorithms are not very scalable and in some applications the infrastructure for such an
implementation may not exist (for example, ad hoc networks). In many network applications there is
also a need to handle the addition, deletion, and movement of nodes with efficient, distributed updates
to the spanner.

• Fault Tolerance: Many networks are made up of nodes and links that fail relatively often (for example,
sensor networks). The fault tolerance of a spanner is closely tied to its connectivity, and there is a
tradeoff between fault tolerance and number of edges. One can define vertex and edge fault tolerance,
as with connectivity. A t-spanner G is k-vertex fault tolerant if for any subset S of vertices of size
at most k, removing those vertices still leaves a t-spanner of the subgraph induced by the remaining
vertices (V − S). Similarly, a t-spanner G is k-edge fault tolerant if for each subset E′ of at most k
edges in G, removing those edges from G produces a t-spanner of the graph produced by removing E′

from the original graph. Since any k-vertex fault tolerant spanner is a k-edge fault tolerant spanner, it
suffices to look at the vertex fault tolerance of a spanner[7]. In network routing applications, we would
like to ensure that a few failures don’t completely disable the routing scheme, since they are very likely
to occur often, so fault tolerance is a highly desirable property for a spanner.

3 Construction Methods

3.1 Greedy

A simple greedy method, which can be thought of as a generalization of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree
algorithm, was discovered independently by Bern and Althofer[2]. The algorithm first sorts the edges in order
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of increasing length and then processes them one by one while maintaining a partial spanner G′. To process
an edge e = (u, v), the length of the shortest path between u and v in G′ must be found. If dG(u, v) > t‖e‖,
the edge e is added to G′, otherwise e is discarded. The algorithm then continues with the next edge until
all edges have been processed, resulting in a t-spanner, G′, of the original graph. A naive implementation of
this algorithm would take O(n3 log n) time, since it requires Ω(n) shortest path queries in the partial spanner
G′, but an improved algorithm developed in [4] is able to construct the greedy spanner in only O(n log n)
time.

The greedy algorithm produces a spanner with several nice properties. It has size O(n), constant max-
imum degree and weight = O(wt(MST (G))), [2]. The diameter, however, can be Ω(n), which can be seen
by considering points on a line, where the resulting spanner will include only the edges between neighboring
nodes i, i + 1, for 0 ≤ i < n. The greedy algorithm can also be used to prune unnecessary edges from a
given spanner without effecting the dilation, by considering the edges in the spanner in decreasing order of
length and removing edges where the distance in the remaining graph would not be too large. In [2] also
exhibited experimentally that the greedy graph had superior size, weight, degree, and number of crossings
when compared to the Θ-graph, Ordered Θ-graph, and Well-Separated Pairs Decomposition Graph, but the
greedy graph resulted in a much higher diameter.

3.2 Θ-Graph

The Θ-Graph for two dimensions was developed independently by Clarkson and Keil and was later extended
to higher dimensions, [2]. It is constructed as follows. The unit circle of directions is partitioned into k cones
as follows: set θ = 2π/k, θi = 2πi/k and let ci denote the cone of angle θ with θi as its center ray. Also, let
ci + x denote the translation of ci to the point x, for x ∈ R

2. Figure ?? illustrates the formation of these
cones.

We define the graph Gθ = (P, E) as follows. Let ui = (cos θi, sin θi).

∀i, ∀p ∈ P Qi(p) := arg min
q∈ci+p

< q, ui >

E = {(p, Qi(p))|0 ≤ i < k, p ∈ P}

The point Qi(p) is the nearest neighbor of p along the direction ui. In other words, we project all of the
points onto the ray θi, take the closest one to p, and add this edge to the graph. This gives p k neighbors
which are nearby and spread among all possible directions.

The number of edges in the Θ-graph is O(nk). The stretch factor t = 1/(cos θ − sin θ) and the graph
can be constructed in O(kn log n)-time[2]. The out-degree of point p is bounded by k (one neighbor in each
direction, but its in-degree could become linear if it is picked by many points. This graph also can have
weight Ω(n ∗ wt(MST (G))) and diameter Ω(n)[2].

Some variants of the Theta-Graph that improve different properties have been developed.

3.2.1 Ordered Θ-Graph

In this variant, the points are inserted in some order. When point p is inserted we calculate its neighbors by
choosing in each cone the previously inserted point that is closest to p. This improves the degree to O(k log n)
(from potentially linear in the regular Θ-graph. By inserting the points in random order the diameter can
be made O(log n) with high probability, at the expense of losing the degree bound[2].

3.2.2 Scaled Θ-Graph

This variant of the Θ-graph improves the diameter from O(n) to O(log n), at the expense of size. This is done
by adding more long edges to shortcut along paths. The Scaled Θ-graph is built by adding r exponentially
expanding rings in addition to the 2π/θ cones. The intersection of the original cones with the rings are
called zones, and the node gets an edge to its nearest neighbor in each zone. Scaled Θ-routing is used in [6]
to enable locality-sensitive routing for overlays in wired networks that can be implemented in a distributed
fashion and maintained efficiently under significant churn levels.

3.3 Skip List Spanner

The Skip List Spanner is a randomized spanner construction algorithm developed in [1] in order to construct
small diameter spanners. It is based on the Skip List, which in one dimension is a 1-spanner with diameter
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O(log n), and can be seen as a generalization of the Skip List data structure to higher dimensions. It combines
the Θ-graph with ideas from randomized skip list construction.

The skip list spanner is constructed by taking S1 = V and then flipping a coin for each node to see
if it will be included in S2. This continues with Si+1 formed by including the nodes from Si whose coins
came up heads, until some level Sh has only 1 node. It is known from the skip list literature that with high
probability h = O(log n) and

∑h

i=1 |Si| = O(n). To build the spanner, a Θ-graph is constructed for each
Si, and the final graph is the union of the undirected versions of these Θ-graphs. This randomized spanner
takes O(n logd−1 n) time to construct, has O(n) edges because each level’s Θ-graph has a linear number
of edges, and has O(log n) hops between any two nodes in expectation for similar reasons that a skip list
has O(log n) expected query time[1]. It can also be maintained in polylogarithmic time per-update under
random updates.

3.4 Well-Separated Pairs Decomposition Graph

Two finite sets A and B of points in R
d are called well-separated with respect to a parameter s > 0 if

there are two disjoint d-dimensional balls CA, CB with the same radius so that CA contains all of A and
CB contains all of B, and the distance between the two balls is at least s times the radius of the balls. A
well-separated pairs decomposition of a set S of n points in R

d is a sequence of pairs of non-empty subsets
of S, (A1, B1)...(Am, Bm) such that each pair is well-separated with respect to s and for any two distinct
points p, q ∈ S there is at least one pair that separates p and q (p ∈ Ai, q ∈ Bi or q ∈ Ai, p ∈ Bi)[7].

Callahan and Kosaraju showed that a well-separated pairs decomposition(WSPD) of size O(sdn) can be
computed in time O(sdn log n) in d-dimensions[2]. This can be used to form a t-spanner by finding a WSPD

with s = t(t+1)
(t−1) and adding an edge between each pair. The resulting spanner has O( t

t−1

2
n) edges. However,

the degree and diameter can both be Ω(n) as seen by placing n points on a line, starting at 0, with the
distance between each point and the next point decreasing exponentially, and no bounds are known on the
weight of the WPSD-Graph[2].

A WSPD can also be used to build a k-vertex fault tolerant spanner[7]. The algorithm starts with a
WSPD with s = 4(t + 1)/(t − 1). Consider a well-separated pair (Ai, Bi) where the balls CA and CB have
radius ρ. Assume without loss of generality that |Ai| ≥ |Bi|. We will build a set of edges Ei depending on
three cases.

The first case occurs if |Bi| ≥ k + 1, we choose k + 1 arbitrary pairwise distinct points aj from Ai and
k +1 arbitrary pairwise distinct points bj from Bi and add (aj , bj) to Ei for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k +1. Now consider
removing some subset S of at most k vertices, and let p and q be any two points in V/S′ with p ∈ Ai and
q ∈ Bi. There must be one edge (aj , bj) ∈ Ei that still exists, since we had k + 1 edges. It can be shown
that there is a path between p and aj of length at most 2tρ and a path between bj and q of length at most
2tρ, using the properties of the WSPD. This is sufficient to show the path from p to q in the new graph is
still not longer than t‖pq‖.

In the second case |Bi| ≤ k but |Ai| ≥ k + 1. Then we choose k + 1 arbitrary pairwise distinct points
from Ai as before, and let Bi = {b1, b2, ...bx}. We add all x(k + 1) possible edges between one of the k + 1
vertices from Ai and one of the x vertices from Bi, which adds at most k(k + 1) edges. Again suppose a
set of k vertices S has been removed and consider p ∈ Ai, q ∈ Bi that remain. Now q is one of {b1, b2, ...bx}
which means we added an edge from it to every aj that we picked, and there is at least one aj which was
not removed, since we had k + 1. The distance from p to aj can again be bounded by the WSPD properties
and used to show that the distance from p to q in the new graph does not violate the dilation requirement.

In the third case, |Ai| ≤ k, and we simply take the complete bipartite graph on Ai ∪ Bi, adding at most
k2 edges. In this case when we consider the points p and q as before, there will always be an edge between
them in our spanner.

The above argument shows that the graph composed of the union of the Ei sets for each well-separated
pair is a k-vertex fault tolerant spanner with O(k2m) edges, where m is the size of the WSPD. We must
sacrifice a significant increase in the size of the spanner for each small improvement in the fault tolerance.
There is a lower bound of Ω(kn) edges for any graph to remain connected after removing k edges, but
remaining a t-spanner is a stronger requirement[7].

3.5 Restricted Delaunay Graph

It is known that the Delaunay triangulation of a point set produces a planar spanner with stretch factor
at most 2.42[2]. The Restricted Delaunay Graph (RDG) was developed in [3] specifically for improving
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greedy routing in ad hoc wireless networks. There are two main issues that need to be addressed when
constructing a spanner for routing in ad hoc networks. The first is that usually each node has only a limited
communication range. This is often modeled using the unit disk graph, under the assumption that two nodes
can communicate only if the distance between them is less than 1 (or some r, under appropriate scaling).
Given a set of nodes V , we call the graph G = (V, E) where (u, v) ∈ E if and only if u and v are visible to
one another ‖uv‖ ≤ 1 the visibility graph. The second issue is that we must be able to construct the spanner
using a distributed algorithm and maintain the spanner when nodes move. These issues will be addressed
in the following routing protocol based on the Restricted Delaunay Graph, developed in [3].

The first step in constructing the routing graph is to select clusterheads, using some distributed clustering
algorithm, so that every non-clusterhead node is visible to at least one clusterhead. Each of the non-
clusterhead nodes will be assigned to a unique clusterhead; if node u is assigned to clusterhead c1 it is called
a client of c1.

Next, we find all pairs of clusterheads that could communicate through their clients. That is, take any
clusterheads c1 and c2 where g1 is a client of c1 and g2 is a client of c2 and (g1, g2) ∈ E (g1 and g2 can see
each other). For each such pair of clusterheads, we choose one such pair of clients to be gateways, so that c1

and c2 will communicate with each other through g1 and g2.
We form a planar routing graph on only the clusterheads and gateways, using the Restricted Delaunay

Graph. The Delaunay triangulation is known to be a good spanner, but we can’t simply use it out of the
box because there may be very long edges between nodes that can’t see each other. Also, the empty circle
property could not be used as a construction method since it is a global rule and we need nodes to be
able to compute the graph using only local information. The Restricted Delaunay Graph consists of all of
the Delaunay edges with length ≤ 1. It can be shown to be a spanner with a stretch factor of at most
5.08, using the same techniques that were used to prove the bound on the stretch factor of the Delaunay
triangulation[3]. It can also be computed using a distributed algorithm as follows. Each node u computes
the Delaunay triangulation of the graph formed by its neighbors N(u) and itself. Each local triangulation
will be a superset of the restricted Delaunay edges, because there may be non-Delaunay edges included,
and the triangulations T (u) and T (v) of two nodes may be inconsistent. We then perform one round of
information propagation, where each node u sends T (u) to all of its neighboring nodes. Then u is able to
remove any edge (u, v) from T (u) if ∃w ∈ N(u) s.t. u, v ∈ N(w) and (u, v) 6∈ T (w). If (u, v) were actually a
short Delaunay edge, it would be present in T (w) for all nodes w that are neighbors of both u and v, since
w’s triangulation computation involves both u and v, and T (w) is a superset of the Delaunay edges in its
neighborhood. If (u, v) is not in T (w) than it definitely cannot be a short Delaunay edge. By showing that
after each node runs the edge deletion procedure, no crossings exist in the union of the T (u)s, [3] are able to
prove that the distributed procedure finds a Restricted Delaunay Graph on the clusterheads and gateways.
The final routing graph is the union of the RDG and the edges connecting all non-clusterhead nodes to their
assigned clusterheads. A packet is routed first to the clusterhead and then greedily along the RDG to the
target clusterhead.

3.6 Conclusion

In our comparison of several spanner construction algorithms, we have shown that there are many tradeoffs
between the desirable properties of spanners, and it is not possible to construct a spanner which simultane-
ously achieves good results with respect to all of these qualities. The choice of spanner should be tailored to
the specific needs of the application, and perhaps some experimental studies with a few different algorithms
would be helpful when it is unclear what are the most important properties to optimize. For example, in
sensor networks failures might be very common, but communication is expensive and storage is limited, so
a large increase in the number of edges might not be worth the gains in fault tolerance that would result.
Also, low diameter may be a good thing to have in ad hoc networks or internet overlays, but we may not
be willing to pay the necessary increase in node degree, and therefore node state, required to bring down
the diameter. A general framework that allows for continuously exploring the trade-offs among all of these
properties would be useful, but is likely not possible. Another open question is whether one could design
algorithms with guarantees on any of these properties in comparison to the optimal spanner for the given
point set.
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